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During the year 2020, “ANTIGONΕ- Information and Documentation Centre on Racism, Ecology,
Peace and Non-Violence” organised a wide range of activities: 

- Prepared research reports for LEGALNET and FRA networks 
- Coordinated  and  participated  in  projects  financed  by  EU,  international  and  national

private foundations
- Organised multiple  voluntary  activities  and events and participated in  networks  and

various activities organised by other organisations

1.LEGALNET – European Network of legal experts on 
gender equality and non-discrimination
LEGALNET is the European Network of Legal Experts on Gender Equality and Non-Discrimination,
established in 2004 following an EU initiative implementing the Action Plan against racism. The
activities of the programme include the specialised monitoring of all institutional developments on a
legislative and jurisprudential level over the application of the principle of equal treatment amongst
the EU Member States, in accordance with the Directives 43/2000 and 78/2000. Specifically, in
November  2018  ANTIGONE  was  selected  to  renew  its  participation  in  the  aforementioned
Network.
Since 2010,  ANTIGONE has been chosen three consecutive times to participate on behalf  of
Greece in the aforementioned Network, carrying out annually a series of scientific studies following
the request of the European Commission. 

The deliverables of the year 2020 were the following: 

A. Annual Report on the application of the non-discrimination Directives in Greece: basic text 
and summary (120 pages)

B. Flash Reports: 
i. Legislation concerning discrimination on the ground of ethnic or racial origin regarding 

conditions for receiving social allowances 
ii. Abolition of positive measures that concerned stateless Roma and attempted abolition of 

positive measures regarding persons with disabilities 
iii. Description of Ombudsman’ s Special Report 2018 on Equal Treatment, which was issued 

in 2019
iv. Exclusion of cleaners from appointment in school units due to non-fulfilment of Greek 

language requirement

C. Thematic Study: 
i. Discrimination onthe ground of age in fields outside the labour market
ii. Discrimination on the ground of sexual orientation in fields outside the labour market

D. Ad hoc requests:
i. Recording situation on dismissal employee with disability/reasonable accommodation
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ii. Recording situation regarding evaluation of national legislation against discrimination

Information on the project can be found at its official webpage:
https://www.equalitylaw.eu/country/greece 

FRANET:
In  September  2018  “ANTIGONE”  -  with  Center  of  European  Constitutional  Law (CECL)  as  a
leader- was selected along with Hellenic League of Human Rights to participate in the FRANET
project for the provision of data collection and research services on fundamental rights issues. The
implementation of the Project started in January 2019.
FRANET is the Agency’s multidisciplinary research network. It is composed of contractors in each
EU Member State who, upon request, provide relevant data to FRA on fundamental rights issues,
to facilitate the Agency’s comparative analyses.

In 2020 the following reports have been produced:
i. Quarterly bulletin:  Analyzing key fundamental rights concerns in the field of asylum and

migration in Greece
ii. Short Thematic Report Justice for all  :  Equal access to criminal justice for all  victims of

crimes against the person
iii. Information  request:  Data  collection  on  experiences  of  discrimination  on  grounds  of

disability and on grounds of age in the area of employment and occupation
iv. Information request:  Guidelines – severe labor exploitation and the Employers Sanction

Directive 2019
v. Information request: Guidelines – Long-term residence permits 2019
vi. Information request: Fundamental rights issues in the context of border management and

return
vii. Short Thematic Report on Fundamental Rights Impact of the EU Terrorism Directive
viii. FRA Anti-Muslim hatred database, UPDATE 2020
ix. Information request Coronavirus COVID-19 outbreak in the EU
x. Short Thematic Report: Contribution to FRA Fundamental Rights Report 2021
xi. Information Request on EU Charter of Fundamental Rights
xii. Information Request: Fundamental rights implications of the COVID-19 pandemic on Roma

and Travelers

More information on the project can be found at its official webpage :
https://fra.europa.eu/en/research/franet 

2. IMPLEMENTATION OF PROJECTS

2.1 Projects in progress
-National Integration Evaluation Mechanism ALL IN FOR INTEGRATION (NIEM):  NIEM is a
European  scientific  program dedicated  to  the  measurement,  evaluation  and  monitoring  of  the
integration  of  populations  under  international  protection.  The  participating  actors  come  from
Greece,  Poland,  Belgium,  Spain,  Portugal,  Bulgaria,  Czech  Republic,  France,  Hungary,  Italy,
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Latvia, Lithuania, Netherlands, Romania, Slovenia and Sweden. The project is implemented in the
framework of the programme run by the European Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund AMIF
from April 2017 until September 2021.
https://antigone.gr/en/projects/37     
http://www.forintegration.eu/pl/project-partners

-Artability+:  This  European  project  aims  to  empower  people  with  disability  through  their
participation in workshops in artistic techniques and art creation as well as through training on the
organization of art exhibitions. Partners from Greece, Spain, Rumania and Lithuania collaborate for
the design  and implementation  of  educational  material  and workshops on art  for  people  from
different backgrounds and environments. The project is being realized under Erasmus+ Program
from September 2019 until September 2022.
https://antigone.gr/en/projects/55 

-Building  Relationships  and  Integration  by  Developing  local  Groups  and  Enhancing
Solidarity (BRIDGES): Under BRIDGES project, 9 organizations from 5 Countries (Italy, Spain,
Austria, Croatia and Greece) collaborate and interact with their local communities with the aim to
strengthen  the  community  as  a  whole,  through  the  encouragement  of  dialogue  and  mutual
enrichment between third-country and host-country nationals. Project includes needs assessment
of  the  selected  local  community,  participatory  community  meetings,  co-designing  and  co-
developing of  community  activities,  sports practices,  cultural  and educational  events,  voluntary
activities for the implementation of community services, continuous communication activities of the
project  as  well  as  video  and  online  campaign,  events,  etc.  This  EU  Asylum,  Migration  and
Integration Fund project started in 2018 and it was expected to be completed in February 2021 but
due to the pandemic it was prolonged until July 2021.
https://antigone.gr/en/projects/47 

-Public urban green spaces as the core for social innovation and civil society (In Social):
The project  aims  to  the  development,  dissemination  and  exchange  of  best  practices  for  the
evaluation of urban green spaces and the promotion of their environmental and social benefits in
order  to  link  them  to  actions  of  social  innovation  and  civil  society  activities.  It  includes  the
conduction of research, the development of evaluation methodology, the creation of an informative
platform as well as the organization and implementation of educational workshops on innovative
practices.  Europaid project is being implemented by municipalities and organisations in Greece
and Turkey. It begun in January 2019 due to the pandemic, instead of January 2020, is going to be
completed in 2021.
https://antigone.gr/en/projects/49     
-Human Rights Education for the Sustainability of Multicultural Communities (HRESMC):
HRESMC  aims  to  support  the  Greek  school  system  orientate  to  alternative  educational
approaches appropriate to address students from different backgrounds (ethnic, linguistic, cultural,
socio-economic etc.) safeguarding human rights for all in the new evolving multi-cultural society.
The main project activities include the training of university students of pedagogical departments in
human rights non-formal education methodology and the practice of the skills acquainted through
the realization of educational workshops for children and youth. HRESMC started in September
2020 and will  be completed in  June 2021 funded by the  European Union,  Faces of  Migration
Programme. 
https://antigone.gr/en/projects/53 
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-Schools for change:  For the eighth school year, ANTIGONE with the support of the  Heinrich
Boell Foundation in Greece continues to collaborate with the school community (public education
actors, school directors, teachers, parents and students) for the realisation of various non-formal
education activities not only in the prefecture of Thessaloniki but also in Greece in general. This
year is the fourth school year that “Schools for change” project focuses on the promotion of peer
mediation in the school community as a means of peaceful resolution of conflicts in school and in
the group. ANTIGONE’s educational programs and activities aim to promote education for peace
through awareness raising activities as a basis to reach democratic and participatory schools for all
students without discrimination. The project involves educational programmes for students of every
age, training sessions for teachers as well as experiential seminars for parents. The project started
in 2012 and runs on school year basis. 
https://antigone.gr/en/projects/2     

-Schools protect the climate: This project facilitates the local school community of Thessaloniki
take on action for the prevention of the global climate crisis. Teachers and students of 14 primary
and secondary schools get involved in a series of educational and other activities that reduce the
energy consumption and the ecological footprint of their school.  The project is implemented by
ANTIGONE and the Centre of  Ecological  Education of  Kordelio  with the support  of  the  Greek
Heinrich Boell Fondation. It started in 2020 and is to be completed in 2022. 
https://antigone.gr/en/projects/56 

-Zero Waste Strategy: Methods and Implementation in Black Sea Basin (Zero Waste): This
two-year project started in April  of 2020 aiming to raise ecological awareness mainly to what it
concerns  the  impact  of  the  rubbish  production  to  sea  and  coastal  ecosystems as  well  as  to
sensitize  community  towards  the  reduction  of  rubbish  production  and  recycling.  The  project
activities address the local school community of Thessaloniki including activities such as research
to  categorize  rubbish,  workshops  on  social  ecology,  school  excursions  for  rubbish  collection,
launch of an office that will provide information on rubbish and recycling. This  “Black Sea Basin
2014-2020” project is implemented by ANTIGONE for Greece and partners from Turkey, Ukraine
and Bulgaria. 
https://antigone.gr/en/projects/54

-Ta  panta  RE:  The  project  “Ta  panta  RE”  aims  to  raise  awareness  within  the  general  local
population  and  the  student  community  of  Thessaloniki  on  the  rational  and  sustainable
management of household waste, addressing the lack of information of the citizens of the Regional
Unity of Thessaloniki on recycling, reuse, environmental protection and volunteering. Networking
and dissemination,  school information and awareness raising workshops for students, teachers
and parents, collection and transportation of recyclable materials, information and sensitization of
the local community are some of the activities of the project that was launched in 2018 and due to
the  pandemic,  is  to  be  completed  until  July  2021.  The  funding  of  the  project  is  on  National
Strategic Reference Framework, Operational Programme of the Region of Central Macedonia. 
https://antigone.gr/en/projects/48 

-Free your Hope (HOPE): The main activity of the project is a coordinated and profound training
of prisons’ personnel on preschool education methodologies and policies appropriate for children
that live in prisons together with their detained mothers. It  is conducted in Greece and Turkey
including  preparatory study  visits,  training sessions,  activities  in  prisons,  the organization  of  a
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Conference as well as publication of relevant reports. The project is funded by EuropeAid program;
it was launched in April 2019 and it will be completed in 2021.        
https://antigone.gr/en/projects/50 

-Urban Sustainability and Circularity Lab: Together with INKOMMON NGO, ANTIGONE works
on community building within Thessaloniki’s targeted neighborhoods and broader aiming to the
region’s urban sustainability and the mobilization of the community members as active citizens.
Project  started  in  November  2020  and  focuses  to  the  promotion  of  circular  economy  as  an
alternative model for local and global environmental, social and economic sustainability.     

-Better Advocacy,  Better Inclusion (BABI):  This strategic partnership between Italy,  Greece,
Spain and Malta deals with the spread of xenophobic and racist discrimination in European society
and the gaps in public social inclusion policies, also determined by the insufficient participation of
CSOs and associations of migrants, refugees and foreign citizens in decision making on social
inclusion  policies.  Field  research,  advocacy  actions’  manuals,  training  modules  and  toolkits
addressing professionals, social workers, activists, migrant and refugee associations are some of
the main project’s activities. BABI is an Erasmus+ KA2 project with a two-year duration starting in
November 2020.   

-Youth Comes Out of Vulnerability through professional Interaction and self Development
(YCOVID 17-30): Project aims to the empowerment of Roma students finishing high school and
young  NEETs  (Not  in  Education,  Employment,  or  Training),  further  affected by  COVID-19,  to
commit  to  education  and  legitimate,  satisfactory  employment.  The  project’s  main  activity  is
experiential,  non-formal  education training sessions on psychological-mental  resilience for  self-
empowerment towards the effects of unemployment as well  as on strategies for successful job
search. Participants will  be actively involved into the preparation and the implementation of the
educational  process.  The trainings  will  be crowned with the organization  of  events to connect
participants with possible future employers. The project started in October 2020 and was to be
completed until March 2021 but, however the educational tools have already been developed, the
project  has  stopped  due to  the pandemic  that  does not  allow the training  to  take place  with
physical presence. 

2.2 Projects that their implementation was completed in 2020
-Words are stones: The project involved NGO activists and European citizens from Greece, Italy,
Spain, France, Austria and Cyprus in stopping the present process of cultural, social, political and
media  legitimization  of  racism  and  xenophobia  in  the  political  and  public  debate.  It  included
research and dissemination activities, international meetings between youth activists, publication of
reports and hand-books,  video-clips,  webpages etc. This Europe for Citizens project  started in
September 2018 and ended in February 2020.
https://antigone.gr/en/projects/45 

-Reflective Expressive Artistic Learning (REAL): Organizations from United Kingdom, Portugal,
Poland, Lithuania and Greece collaborated in a project that explored the learning opportunities for
young people with disabilities in the creative sector and reflected on inclusive practices raising
aspirations of young disabled artists. Project included learning teaching training events in each
partner  country  as  well  as  transnational  meetings,  learning  events,  online  discussion  and
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evaluation activities. This Erasmus+ KA2 project started in July 2018 and was completed in July
2020.    
https://antigone.gr/en/projects/46 

-Training  of  Roma  Youth  on  Antigypsyism  and  Human  Rights  (TRYAR):  The  project
contributed to the combat of prejudice and stereotypes against Roma populations within youth. Its
implementation took place in two consecutive phases; the training of Roma youngsters on human
rights, equality and non-discrimination as well as the creation of a group of newly trained trainers.
In its second phase the project  included the implementation of pilot  awareness raising human
rights  workshops  addressing  trainers’  peers  who  participate  in  youth,  volunteer  groups  of
Thessaloniki.  This  European Youth Foundation project  started in March and was completed in
October 2020.  
https://antigone.gr/en/projects/52 

For more information on all the projects, please visit our website: http://www.antigone.gr/en/ 

3. Voluntary (non-funded) activities that ANTIGONE 
carried out or participated in during 2020

3.1 Round Table, Networks’ Events, Festivals etc. 

19  th   Round Table against discrimination   
The objective of ANTIGONE’s annual  Round Table is to set a fertile ground for discussion on
discrimination as well as to inform and raise public awareness among as large as possible part of
the society. 
On Monday December 14th 2020, its 19thAnnual Round Table titled  “" Factors that positively and
negatively  affect  the  sectors  of  social  integration  of  the  refugees  in  Greek  society  under  the
additional prism of pandemic of Covid-19”.” took place on line because of the pandemic. 
The first part was dedicated to the current situation and to recommendations that are necessary to
meet the challenges arising for Greece towards social inclusion of refugees in conditions of health
crisis, while the second part focused on the special issue of the need for protection of children of
refugees.
More particularly,  the first  part, which was coordinated by Mr. Nikos Chrysogelos, Head of the
WELCOMMON  Refugee  Accommodation  and  Integration  Center  in  Athens,  chemist-
environmentalist, Green executive and former MEP included the following presentations:

i. "Comparative overview of Indicators of Social Inclusion between the countries participating
in the NIEM Program: convergences / discrepancies, similarities / differences" (speaker:
lawyer VassoKarzi, author of the NIEM National Report)

ii. "The impact of the ways of financial management of Greek funds on the effectiveness of
the  integration  of  refugees:  assessment  of  the  period  2014-2020"  (Speaker:  Ms.
DominikiSpyratou, Head of Advocacy and Defending the Rights of "Solidarity Now")

iii. "Access to education and vocational training for refugees: progress, positive measures and
additional  barriers  due to Covid-19"  (speaker:  Katerina  Kapnisi,  Coordinator  of  the Job
Counseling Department of the NGO “Generation 2.0 for Rigths, Equality and Diversity”)
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iv. “The burning issue of refugee housing during the pandemic: hospitality structures on the
islands and accommodation on the mainland” (speaker: Melina Spathari, Head of Advocacy
and Defending the Rights of the NGO "Terre des hommes - Hellas")

The second part,  which was coordinated by Mr.  Vassilis  Pantazis,  Associate Professor  of  the
University of Thessaly in the subject: "Social Pedagogy: Education for Peace and Human Rights,
included the following presentations: 

i. "Life stories of minor refugees for the settlement (home narratives) and their educational
paths."  (Speaker:  Mrs. Eugenia Arvaniti,  Assistant  Professor at  the University  of  Patras
[TEEAPI]  on the  subject  of  diversity  and  otherness  in  education,  and  former  research
associate at the Ministry of Education).

ii. "A holistic approach to the education and integration of refugee children in relation to the
pandemic" (speaker: Mr. PanosAlexakis,  Coordinator of Refugee Education at the Open
Refugee Accommodation Structure in Skaramaga, on behalf of the Ministry).

iii. "The teaching of Modern Greek as a second - foreign language to refugee children": a)
"Examining integration policies" (Speaker : Mr. Christos Parthenis, Assistant Professor of
Intercultural  Education  at  University  of  Athens[EKPA],   Director  of  Laboratory  of
Intercultural  Education ),  b)  "Focusing on the use of  appropriate material  and teaching
methods"  (Speaker  :  Ms.  FotiniKalogerogianni,  Doctor  of  pedagogical  department  of
secondary education at University of Athens, Associate of the Laboratory of Intercultural
Education)

iv. "Cultural  pluralism and school-age refugees in conditions of  health crisis"  (speaker:  Mr.
Vassilis Charitos, PhD of the Department of Educational and Social Policy of the University
of Macedonia and representative of the 5th Regional Center for Educational Planning).

Chromatodromos
From  2012  until  today  ANTIGONE supports  the  group  of  “Chromatodromos”  artists  with  and
without  disabilities  that  runs  on  a  voluntary  base.  The  group  meets  on  a  weekly  basis  at
ANTIGONE’s premises and participates in workshops and activities on expression and creation
through  various  artistic  methodologies  and  techniques.  Due  to  the  COVID-19  and  the  social
distance measures, since March the weekly meetings run online.  

Recreational activities for the children that are hospitalized at Papageogiou Hospital
The organization  together  with  its  group  of  volunteers  took  on to  realize  artistic  and  creative
workshops for the children who were hospitalized at Papageorgiou Hospital on a weekly basis. The
activity took place until 2020 however it had to stop due to the pandemic and the safety measures
taken. 

Share Call Project     
During the school year 2019-2020 ANTIGONE voluntary participated in this training project  for
teachers’ empowerment through the use of Non Directive Intervention (NDI). Under the framework
of this project the organization took on the implementation of workshops for the participants groups
of teachers on human rights, peaceful conflict resolution and gender identities.   
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COV-AID Initiative to support people in need
In order to respond to the needs of people who already lived in poverty before the pandemic and
their situation was worsened, ANTIGONE took on to run an initiative to collect money and needed
material such as food supplies, baby equipment etc. the donations were offered to the sellers of
“Shedia” street magazine of Thessaloniki.   

Online Select Respect network event titled “Integration or Eviction?”
On  June  19th,  ANTIGONE,  as  a  member  organization  of  “Select  Respect”  local  network
participated in this online event that raised the issue of integration and the social impact that arises
by the integration existing policies in Greece. Social, legal and health services’ representatives as
well  as psychologists,  lawyers and other professionals  that work on the refugee issues took a
position to the issue. 

Open letter of 66 CSOs: “Protect legality and humanity”
With an open letter  to  the prime minister  and the presidents of  the European Parliament,  the
European  Council  and  the  European  Commission,  66  civil  society  organizations  claimed  the
withdrawal  of  the  postponement  of  the  asylum application  process,  the  replacement  of  aylum
seekers in the mainland and their protection as well  as the revision of the common statement
between EU and Turkey. The letter was sent and published in March.  

Online meeting of the organizations-members of the Anna Lindh international network
On May 21st ANTIGONE participated to the international meeting between the members of the
network  to  discuss  in  the  use  of  contemporary  online  intercultural  education  tools.  40
representatives of CSOs active in the Euro-Mediterranean participated in the event and had the
opportunity to interact, exchange information on methodologies and tools and present their results
of their use. 

10  ο   Greenwave Festival   
The organization participated in the events of the festival titled “Greenwave-10 vs COVID-19” that
took place online during November. Every Friday of the month, the audience has the opportunity to
get informed on issues related to the climate change, health, nutrition and human rights under the
COVID-19 era. 

4  ο   Select Respect Film Festival   
In collaboration with the other member-NGOs of Select Respect Network ANTIGONE coorganized
the festival for the 4th year in a row; that this year run online. The festival lasted from 19 until 21
November  and  included  discussions  and  film  projections  related  to  human  rights,  and  more
specifically human rights at the COVID-19 era, Golden Dawn Trial etc. 

Online Human Library for the World Day of Volunteerism
As a member of the Volunteer NGOs Network of Thessaloniki (Thess-DIKTIO) on December 5 th

ANTIGONE co-organized a human library event on the occasion of the World Day. The event took
place via an online communication platform with the participation also of the volunteers of the
organization who participated in the human library sharing their stories. 

Online event on bullying among the Balkan Countries 
On December  10th the Greek reality  on the phenomenon of  bullying and school  violence was
presented in an online event run by the S. Korean International Peace Youth Group under the
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framework of an international campaign on peaceful education. ANTIGONE presented its relevant
educational  projects  and  exchanged  experience  and  good  practices  with  NGOs  from  the
participant countries. 

-Workshops, events and meetings ANTIGONE participated 

Online seminar titled “Amendment of NGOs’ strategic plan in midst of crises”
On May 19th ANTIGONE participated to the Social Dynamo seminar aiming to facilitate participant
organizations reconsider  their  strategic  plans during the crisis  and the high uncertainty posed.
During  the  seminars  speakers  presented  the  basic  elements  where  organizations  base  their
objectives as well as the context that urges the need to amend their strategies. Participants were
informed on the methodology and the tools to analyze the structural elements of a business plan,
the ways that elements are influenced by the crisis and the means that can lead to the revisions
needed.  

Multiplier  event  of  “REWIP:  Refugee  Empowerment  and  Work  Integration  Programme”
project
On July 13th ANTIGONE joined the online event for the presentation of the project results on the
empowerment  of  refugees  through  employment  and  occupation  opportunities.  The  event  was
organized by Ethelon organization with the participation of local and national CSOs. 

4  ο   Sociology of Education Panhellenic Conference  
Trainers of the organization participated in the educational activities of the online conference titled
“Human Rights and Education: Xenophobia, Homophobia, School Violence and Education”. The
School Network of Peer Mediation that has been co-funded by ANTIGONE was presented in the
Conference. 

Online event on Gender Inequality in Employment
On  December  10th the  organization  took  part  in  the  event  titled  “Gender  will  tear  us  apart”
organized by the Greek Heinrich Boell  Foundation on the topic of  gender  inequalities into the
Greek employment sector.

3.2 ANTIGONE’S Annual Report
Recording incidents of racism, discrimination, xenophobia and research reports or best practices of
the administration in 6 critical sectors, namely employment, legislation, education, racist violence
and health. https://antigone.gr/el/publications 

3.3 ANTIGONE’s Publishing
The organization did not publish any new books in 2020, however, it acquires a rich publications’
archive on ecology, social and historical topics that communicates to the public its philosophy and
values. 
http://www.antigone.gr/en/publications/
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More information on the activities carried out in 2020 available at: 
https://antigone.gr/en/ 
https://www.facebook.com/antigone.organisation 
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Annex

Indicative  publications  for  the  activities  of  ANTIGONE  in
electronic media

ANTIGONE’s Report and Round Table on the refugees’ state in Greece
https://mail.yahoo.com/d/folders/23/messages/84163?.intl=gr&.lang=el-GR 

Video on “Share Call” project 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=niJ6iMFOf60&feature=emb_title

Publications on Words are Stones (WaS) project
https://www.grtimes.gr/ellada/words-are-stones-ochi-sti-ritoriki-misoys?
fbclid=IwAR38v7pWh9UL3bHJJFA1C21Z-4Zb4WgoM87-6-YB_JRDZVINsZpFwleFu5U
https://parallaximag.gr/life/kampania-tou-words-are-stones-leei-ochi-stin-ritoriki-misous
https://avmag.gr/117536/h-kampania-toy-quot-words-are-stones-quot-leei-ochi-sti-ritoriki-misoys/?
fbclid=IwAR1mJ0rPNyHCk0ggGI9k5rFwwqDOZy3VCPEzAqA1RQUo-CKHoEnAEKl3UE4
https://avmag.gr/117536/h-kampania-toy-quot-words-are-stones-quot-leei-ochi-sti-ritoriki-misoys/?
fbclid=IwAR1mJ0rPNyHCk0ggGI9k5rFwwqDOZy3VCPEzAqA1RQUo-CKHoEnAEKl3UE4
https://analitis.gr/words-are-stones-eksi-organwseis-enwnoyn-tis-dynameis-toys-kata-ths-rhtorikhs-
misoys/
https://www.makthes.gr/exi-eyropaikes-organoseis-enomenes-apenanti-sti-ritoriki-toy-misoys-
253150
https://mikropragmata.lifo.gr/zoi/pos-na-antistrepsoume-ti-ritoriki-misous/
https://www.circogreco.gr/2020/01/15/wors-are-stones-eksi-organwseis-enwnoun-tis-dynameis-
tous-kata/
https://www.inewsgr.com/1/Words-are-Stones-i-kabania-pou-leei-ochi-sti-ritoriki-misous.htm
https://www.in.gr/2020/01/15/greece/words-stones-kampania-pou-leei-oxi-sti-ritoriki-misous/
https://politis.com.cy/politis-news/words-are-stones-i-kampania-poy-leei-ochi-sti-ritoriki-misoys/

Publications on BRIDGES project
https://parallaximag.gr/epikairotita/eikones-ta-paidia-apo-ta-dytika-katharizoun-tin-plaz-aretsous    

Press release of the Greek Racist Violence Recording Network titled: “Severe concern about the 
attacks against refugees and employees in humanitarian organisations” 
https://www.unhcr.org/gr/14145-epitheseis_kata_prosfygon_kai_ergazomenon.html

Press release of NGOs against the extension of the circulation restriction measures at refugee 
centres
https://gr.euronews.com/2020/07/17/mko-kata-tis-paratasis-ton-metron-periorismoy-kykloforias-
sta-prosfigika-kentra

Article in “Parallaxi” free press magazine titled: “Bullying, the epidemic of the century”
https://parallaximag.gr/featured/bullying-epidimia-tou-aiona
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https://gr.euronews.com/2020/07/17/mko-kata-tis-paratasis-ton-metron-periorismoy-kykloforias-sta-prosfigika-kentra
https://gr.euronews.com/2020/07/17/mko-kata-tis-paratasis-ton-metron-periorismoy-kykloforias-sta-prosfigika-kentra
https://www.unhcr.org/gr/14145-epitheseis_kata_prosfygon_kai_ergazomenon.html
https://politis.com.cy/politis-news/words-are-stones-i-kampania-poy-leei-ochi-sti-ritoriki-misoys/
https://www.in.gr/2020/01/15/greece/words-stones-kampania-pou-leei-oxi-sti-ritoriki-misous/
https://www.inewsgr.com/1/Words-are-Stones-i-kabania-pou-leei-ochi-sti-ritoriki-misous.htm
https://www.circogreco.gr/2020/01/15/wors-are-stones-eksi-organwseis-enwnoun-tis-dynameis-tous-kata/
https://www.circogreco.gr/2020/01/15/wors-are-stones-eksi-organwseis-enwnoun-tis-dynameis-tous-kata/
https://mikropragmata.lifo.gr/zoi/pos-na-antistrepsoume-ti-ritoriki-misous/
https://www.makthes.gr/exi-eyropaikes-organoseis-enomenes-apenanti-sti-ritoriki-toy-misoys-253150
https://www.makthes.gr/exi-eyropaikes-organoseis-enomenes-apenanti-sti-ritoriki-toy-misoys-253150
https://analitis.gr/words-are-stones-eksi-organwseis-enwnoyn-tis-dynameis-toys-kata-ths-rhtorikhs-misoys/
https://analitis.gr/words-are-stones-eksi-organwseis-enwnoyn-tis-dynameis-toys-kata-ths-rhtorikhs-misoys/
https://avmag.gr/117536/h-kampania-toy-quot-words-are-stones-quot-leei-ochi-sti-ritoriki-misoys/?fbclid=IwAR1mJ0rPNyHCk0ggGI9k5rFwwqDOZy3VCPEzAqA1RQUo-CKHoEnAEKl3UE4
https://avmag.gr/117536/h-kampania-toy-quot-words-are-stones-quot-leei-ochi-sti-ritoriki-misoys/?fbclid=IwAR1mJ0rPNyHCk0ggGI9k5rFwwqDOZy3VCPEzAqA1RQUo-CKHoEnAEKl3UE4
https://avmag.gr/117536/h-kampania-toy-quot-words-are-stones-quot-leei-ochi-sti-ritoriki-misoys/?fbclid=IwAR1mJ0rPNyHCk0ggGI9k5rFwwqDOZy3VCPEzAqA1RQUo-CKHoEnAEKl3UE4
https://avmag.gr/117536/h-kampania-toy-quot-words-are-stones-quot-leei-ochi-sti-ritoriki-misoys/?fbclid=IwAR1mJ0rPNyHCk0ggGI9k5rFwwqDOZy3VCPEzAqA1RQUo-CKHoEnAEKl3UE4
https://parallaximag.gr/life/kampania-tou-words-are-stones-leei-ochi-stin-ritoriki-misous
https://www.grtimes.gr/ellada/words-are-stones-ochi-sti-ritoriki-misoys?fbclid=IwAR38v7pWh9UL3bHJJFA1C21Z-4Zb4WgoM87-6-YB_JRDZVINsZpFwleFu5U
https://www.grtimes.gr/ellada/words-are-stones-ochi-sti-ritoriki-misoys?fbclid=IwAR38v7pWh9UL3bHJJFA1C21Z-4Zb4WgoM87-6-YB_JRDZVINsZpFwleFu5U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=niJ6iMFOf60&feature=emb_title
https://mail.yahoo.com/d/folders/23/messages/84163?.intl=gr&.lang=el-GR


Article  in  “Parallaxi”  free  press  magazine  for  the  Thess-DIKTIO Human Library  organized  the
World Day of Volunteerism
https://parallaximag.gr/life/thessaloniki-pente-chronia-meta-bivliothiki-tou-thessdiktyo-zontanevei-
ksana-psifiaka 

Article  in  “Parallaxi”  free  press  magazine  on  Select  Respect  Film  Festival
https://parallaximag.gr/agenda/events/festival-selectrespect-toso-makria-toso-konta-19-22-
noemvriou-2020-erchetai-on-line 
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